
Proposed Finance Advisory Committee of Bella Costa 
Minutes of February 9, 2017 

 
Bill Bouman welcomed guests from Lighthouse Property Mgt: Dennis Smith, Property Mgr and Jeff 
McDuffie, CFO (7 yrs).  Committee members introduced themselves. 
 
Present:  Bill Bouman, Marsha McCoy-Pfister, Doug Pfister, John Richards, Gerry Smyth, Mary Solak, 
and Terry Wilson.  
 
Prior to this meeting the committee sent to Lighthouse our list of questions and concerns.  Jeff passed 
around a document detailing his response to each.  Following are supplimental notes to his document. 
 
Previously Lighthouse's organizational model was for the Property Manager to be a “jack of all trades” 
which basically meant that he spent his time putting out fires, rather than being proactive.  Their new 
business model is a team approach, with dedicated assistants.  Allowing Dennis to visit his 10-12 
properties.  A survey is sent to the Board every 6 months, by Thomas Richardson, VP of Operations/  
Director of Client Services.  He manages the managers. Jeff said the response is a colloborative effort 
by the entire board.  This was last sent in August.  Bill was unaware of this survey.   
 
Accounting has 13 people.  Anabel (8 yrs LH)) is our AR/AP.  Rick is our courier.  Dennis codes the 
invoices w/GL codes.  Checks require 2 signatures (Frank, Bill or Judy), per BC regs.  No dollar 
threshold.  Financial Statements are prepared by Carol Kearney (4 yrs LH, 15 industry).  She does a 
limited financial review during statement prep, and thoroughly at year end.   
 
LH only hires employees with industry experience.  They don't want them learning on our watch.  Jeff 
explained the Financial Statement Information Cover Sheet.  This is a summary of the financial packet.  
It gives the highlights necessary, and the detail is in the attached packet.  Should we put this on the 
website?  It purposely does not contain personal delinquency info.   
 
HR dept:  interfaces with Dennis, George and Board.  HR does employee evaluations, recommends 
raises, presents 3 candidates for our Boards final decision.  George's W-2 is from LH.  Jeff surveys the 
market for salary comps, negotiates insurance and workers comp.  New hires are no add'l fee to us.  
George's supervisor, varies by property, currently Frank.  But Dennis comes and checks on him.  We 
could use independent contractor if we chose to.  George is 30 hrs/week. 
 
Project Manager:  Eric Mitchell, his services are add'l.  He is the go between the contractor and Board. 
Dennis can do this, depending on the type of project.  Licensed engineers, if needed, do this.   What is 
the role of Dennis within our contract?  Bid process, spec sheets, works with Board or committee, 
oversite.   
 
Insurance:  Savings are not achieved by changing agency, but rather by appraisal or change of 
deductible.  This year the major increase will be in flood.  We can have the agent come annually 
(before renewal) to justify what he is recommending.  (which the Board has declined in the past)  How 
is agent selected?  Dennis selected. Previously we had Moody, who were 80% higher.  Brown & Brown 
are publicly traded.  Changing agency is very difficult per Fla law.  We asked that the insurance 
summary be added to the  Financial Statement Information Cover Sheet. 
 
Excess funds:  It is part of LH services to recommend investment vehicles.  Yes, only with no risk to 
principle. 
 



 
LH contract:  It rolls over annually.  Their new contract does not have a 5 yr limit. Cancelable in 30 
days.  The 5% annual increase is negotiable.  But we have paid it every year.  There is a separate 
contract for the website, which we could not find.  The original contract is for a free website which is 
very basic. Dennis said the Board didn't want the free website, they wanted the TOPS interface.   They 
gave us 2 yrs of better website, but are now charging us the $100/mo.  LH does not have an audit.   
 
Attorney:  Selected by the Board, they represent BC not LH.  Kevin Wells does collections.  Ulrich is 
better at association law.  The Board is responsible for maintenance of the bylaws, the attorney reviews. 
 
Individual LH payments:   

− 18% fee for payroll processing.  % of gross payroll.  To pay for their HR dept. 
− $710 Workers Comp is to cover volunteers and suppliment contractor policies 
− Retrofit waiver cost was for attorney and Certified Letter mailing to home owners   

 
 Elevators:  3 charges related to elevators. Inspection/license ($840), maintenance contract ($12,727), 
and telephones ($4,400).  The telephones go to an answering service, but their response time is long.  
Dennis or Frank are faster.  Fire dept. will not come.   
 
Bill asked the question, “how can we improve the relationship between us, what can we do better to 
make things smoother”?  There was not a response. 
 
Budgeting:  Dennis does the preliminary.  What % of the budget is good for a contingency fund?  Two 
months, for us that is about $90-100,000.  Dennis uses the contingency to round other figures.  Once 
the capital figures are determined in round numbers, then the contingency is entered.   
Options to save financing of insurance costs:  We cannot pay all our premiums when due, since we 
receive our money quarterly. So we pay the insurance company a finance fee (3 1/2-4%?) and pay the 
premium monthly.  We have two other options to handle this.  One, we could “borrow” from the 
Reserves and pay it back monthly.  This would take a 75% vote of the members.  Second, we could 
have a one time assessment to pay it on the due date, then monthly set aside the payment and have it 
available the next time it is due.   
 
 
Respectfully submitted by, 
Marsha McCoy-Pfister 
 
 


